Synthetic maintenance system

Kromer’s Synthetic Field Maintained System (SFM) is a self-propelled rider, multi-purpose unit that paints field markings, removes markings, grooms the field, and sprays chemicals like disinfectants. Erase field lines and end zone markings up to 20 feet per minute; that’s all lines on a football field in 6 hours.

New sub-compact mowers

New Z300 Series sub-compact riders improve both accessibility and mowing efficiency. Small enough to fit through 36- and 42-inch gates, large enough (and faster) to deliver productivity gains over a walk behind. A cast-iron spindle housing with a 9 3/8-in. base absorbs impact loads.

Rain Bird rotors

Rain Bird 5500, 7005 and 8005 Series Rotors contain a brass reinforcement shaft connecting the turret to the riser that resist damage from side impact. Each rotor also includes Memory Arc, which returns the rotor to its original arc setting should it be twisted out of adjustment. Coverage anywhere from 17-81 ft.
Sports turf rotor
The Mirage M-160, a new super-sized sprinkler with a 164-ft. throwing radius, is now available from Underhill for use on synthetic and natural turf. The piston-driven water cannon is typically mounted on the sidelines and provides full or part-circle operation. Six units can irrigate an entire football field from outside the playing area.

Underhill
For information, fill in 062 on reader service form or see http://www.oners.hotims.com/12050-062

Professional blower
ECHO’s PB-755 has a 63.3 cc engine and features a new hip throttle, straight back frame, a more flexible tube, better filtration, and an improved elbow mechanism. The new hip throttle is shorter so it conveniently tucks out of the user’s way and three screw removal means it’s easier to service. The new “L” frame with straight back makes it more convenient to transport or hang.

ECHO Incorporated
For information, fill in 065 on reader service form or see http://www.oners.hotims.com/12050-065

Coated bermudagrass
Barenbrug USA is now offering Zeba seed-coating technology as part of its new generation of bermudagrass seed called Barbados. Rated high in NTEP trials, Barbados features a dark green color, dense sward, and high winter survivability. Zeba works like a sponge, holding moisture over and over to plant roots.

Barenbrug USA
For information, fill in 057 on reader service form or see http://www.oners.hotims.com/12050-057

AXIS®
Irrigating Soil Amendment
- Absorbs up to 140% of its weight in water
- Increases Plant Available Water
- Calcined for extreme durability
- Does not breakdown or float in the soil
- Resists compaction
- Permanent soil porosity
- Balances air and water in the soil
- Proven water savings
- Helps flush salts from the soil

PLAY BALL!
INFIELD CONDITIONER
- Highly Absorbent - Conditions BETTER and costs LESS than calcined clay
- 10% by volume application rate
- Absorbs twice the water of other infield conditioners and releases water as the soil needs it, reducing dusty playing conditions longer
- Lightweight 25lb bags for easier handling
- Kiln-Fired to 1800°F for durability - Keeps working season after season
- Use for puddle control or blended into your infield mix

Tel: 800 364 7607
Web: www.epminerals.com
Email: inquiry@eaglepitcher.com

Fill in 140 on reader service form or visit http://oners.hotims.com/12050-140
Angle broom attachment
Put your Bobcat compact equipment to work with the hydraulically driven angle broom attachment. Sweep a clean path on sidewalks, parking lots, and more. This attachment can sweep flush to a curb or wall on the right side. Available in widths of 48, 68 and 84 in.

The Bobcat Company
For information, fill in O58 on reader service form or see
http://www.oners.hotims.com/12059-064

Professional trimmer
Shindaiwa’s 23.9cc displacement, 1.1 hp T242 trimmer’s engine features a 2-piston ring, a 4-bolt chrome-plated cylinder, an outstanding power-to-weight ratio, a full anti-vibration system, and an advanced electronic ignition system.

Shindaiwa
For information, fill in O58 on reader service form or see
http://www.oners.hotims.com/12059-058

Insecticide + fertilizer
Bayer Environmental Science has introduced TopChoice plus Fertilizer, which offers fire ant and mole cricket control, as well as nutrients for healthy turf. University and Bayer testing show TopChoice + Fertilizer reduces active mounds twice as fast as TopChoice alone. Can be applied at rates of 3, 4, or 5 pounds per 1,000 sq. ft.

Bayer Environmental Science
For information, fill in O58 on reader service form or see
http://www.oners.hotims.com/12059-059

The New Standard in Turf Maintenance

Wiedenmann North America, LLC
We offer everything for Turf maintenance.
Please contact us for detailed information!

Wiedenmann

Savannah, GA • Phone (912) 790-3004
Toll free (866) 790-3004 • Fax (912) 790-3005
office@terraspike.com • www.terraspike.com

Fill in 141 on reader service form or visit http://oners.hotims.com/12050-141

www.greenmediaonline.com
Water-based Dimension
Dow AgroSciences has introduced a sprayable version of Dimension herbicide, for postemergence control of crabgrass and other grassy and broadleaf weeds. Product's active ingredient is dithiopyr and the formulation is available in 1/2, 2 1/2 and 3 gal containers.

Dow AgroSciences
For information, fill in 060 on reader service form or see http://www.oners.hotims.com/12050-060

SISIS OSCA
The SISIS OSCA machines are for maintaining rubber crumb and sand filled synthetic fields. A pair of oscillating brush units keeps infill mobile, preventing surface compaction and loss of porosity, as well as keeping infill level. Requires fewer passes than conventional drag brushes for less compaction, gentle action does not stress seams.

SISIS
For information, fill in 055 on reader service form or see http://www.oners.hotims.com/12050-055

MondoTurf Systems
This company is introducing its artificial turf system into the USA market. It says the system reproduces all the characteristics of a well-maintained natural grass playing field in good weather conditions with an infill material.

Mondo USA
For information, fill in 063 on reader service form or see http://www.oners.hotims.com/12050-063

Recirculated Air System Keeps Dust to a Minimum

Super Clean, Super Quiet
- A self-contained vac system
- 20 HP gas engine with a high capacity, low rpm fan minimizes noise and dust
- Works great on granular rubber and simulated turf
- Optional rotary broom, remote hose attachment, and edge brush for cleaning against fences, curbs, and buildings

Harper Industries, Inc.
151 East Hwy. 160
Harper, Kansas 67058
info@harperindustries.com
800-835-1042
www.harperindustries.com

Fill in 142 on reader service form or visit http://oners.hotims.com/12050-142

Fill in 143 on reader service form or visit http://oners.hotims.com/12050-143

www.sportsturfmanager.org